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Station 116  
Glass Replacement 
This project was completed in the first week of May.  This refers to the vandalism that 
occurred in February of this year. 
 
Gates and Fencing 

We’ve obtained a bid concerning the installation of a small amount of fencing on the backside 
of the station facing the school district property, the fencing has swinging gates on both the 
north and south ends and small gate for single entrance included in it.  This was due to the 
recent activity of vandalism of the memorial and breaking on glass windows. It is attempt to 
keep the general public out of an area where privately owned vehicles are parked and 
provides security when folks need something out of their vehicles at night.  I have budgeted 
$30,000.00 for the project.  At this point, I’m needing consensus from the Santa Clara Fire 
Board to move forward with RFP process and awarding the bid to the successful bidder after I 
and Chief, Borland conduct a review of the RFP process. 

Memorial Repair/Replacement 

Replacement and rebuilding the memorial to ground level is the direction I’m recommending 
due to ADA requirements so others may enjoy viewing.  A flag pole, ground light and plug will 
be installed as recommended by Chief, Wood.  For this project I’m anticipating an RFP process 
as well to obtain bid for the work and eventually awarding contract to successful bidder. I 
have one concrete company working on a budget; Also, contacting electrician to estimate 
costs on electrical work for light and plug.  I’m budgeting $17,000.00 for this project. 

Dorm Area Locks 

I have budgeted 5,000.00 which includes programing, labor, materials and all charges. This 
will enhance safety between lobby, apparatus bay and create additional buffer to living 
quarters for residents that are housed there. 

Pavement Repair & Stripping 

Repair asphalt parking lot areas, remove and replace (7) parking lot drain grates, stripe 
parking areas. My project budget for this project is $125,000.00 I Will contact Chief, Borland if 
bids are higher prior to starting work. 

 

 


